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language pairs of interest.Although the majority of Web content is inEnglish, it also shows great promise as a sourceof multilingual content. Using �gures fromthe Babel survey of multilinguality on the Web(http://www.isoc.org/), it is possible to esti-mate that as of June, 1997, there were on the or-der of 63000 primarily non-English Web servers,ranging over 14 languages. Moreover, a follow-up investigation of the non-English servers sug-gests that nearly a third contain some usefulcross-language data, such as parallel English onthe page or links to parallel English pages |the follow-up also found pages in �ve languagesnot identi�ed by the Babel study (Catalan, Chi-nese, Hungarian, Icelandic, and Arabic; MichaelLittman, personal communication). Given thecontinued explosive increase in the size of theWeb, the trend toward business organizationsthat cross national boundaries, and high levelsof competition for consumers in a global mar-ketplace, it seems impossible not to view mul-tilingual content on the Web as an expandingresource. Moreover, it is a dynamic resource,changing in content as the world changes. Forexample, Diekema et al., in a presentation at the1998 TREC-7 conference (Voorhees and Har-man, 1998), observed that the performance oftheir cross-language information retrieval washurt by lexical gaps such as Bosnia/Bosnie |this illustrates a highly topical missing pair intheir static lexical resource (which was based onWordNet 1.5). And Gey et al., also at TREC-7,observed that in doing cross-language retrievalusing commercial machine translation systems,gaps in the lexicon (their example was acupunc-ture/Akupunktur) could make the di�erence be-tween precision of 0.08 and precision of 0.83 onindividual queries.Resnik (1998) presented an algorithm called
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EvaluationFigure 1: The STRAND architecturestrand (Structural Translation Recognition forAcquiring Natural Data) designed to explorethe Web as a source of parallel text, demon-strating its potential with a small-scale evalu-ation based on the author's judgments. Afterbriey reviewing the STRAND architecture andpreliminary results (Section 2), this paper goesbeyond that preliminary work in two signi�cantways. First, the framework is extended to in-clude a �ltering stage that uses automatic lan-guage identi�cation to eliminate an importantclass of false positives: documents that appearstructurally to be parallel translations but are infact not in the languages of interest. The systemis then run on a somewhat larger scale and eval-uated formally for English and Spanish usingmeasures of agreement with independent humanjudges, precision, and recall (Section 3). Sec-ond, the algorithm is scaled up more seriously togenerate large numbers of parallel documents,this time for English and French, and again sub-jected to formal evaluation (Section 4). Theconcrete end result reported here is an automat-ically acquired English-French parallel corpusof Web documents comprising 2491 documentpairs, approximately 1.5 million words per lan-guage (without markup), containing little or nonoise.2 STRAND PreliminariesThis section is a brief summary of the strandsystem and previously reported preliminary re-sults (Resnik, 1998).The strand architecture is organized as apipeline, beginning with a candidate generationstage that (over-)generates candidate pairs ofdocuments that might be parallel translations.(See Figure 1.) The �rst implementation of thegeneration stage used a query to the Altavistasearch engine to generate pages that could beviewed as \parents" of pages in parallel transla-

tion, by asking for pages containing one portionof anchor text (the readable material in a hy-perlink) containing the string \English" withina �xed distance of another anchor text contain-ing the string \Spanish". (The matching pro-cess was case-insensitive.) This generated manygood pairs of pages, such as those pointed to byhyperlinks reading Click here for English ver-sion and Click here for Spanish version, as wellas many bad pairs, such as university pages con-taining links to English Literature in close prox-imity to Spanish Literature.The candidate generation stage is followedby a candidate evaluation stage that representsthe core of the approach, �ltering out bad can-didates from the set of generated page pairs.It employs a structural recognition algorithmexploiting the fact that Web pages in paralleltranslation are invariably very similar in theway they are structured | hence the 's' instrand. For example, see Figure 2.The structural recognition algorithm �rstruns both documents through a transducerthat reduces each to a linear sequence oftokens corresponding to HTML markupelements, interspersed with tokens repre-senting undi�erentiated \chunks" of text.For example, the transducer would replacethe HTML source text <TITLE>ACL'99Conference Home Page</TITLE> with thethree tokens [BEGIN:TITLE], [Chunk:24], and[END:TITLE]. The number inside the chunktoken is the length of the text chunk, notcounting whitespace; from this point on onlythe length of the text chunks is used, andtherefore the structural �ltering algorithm iscompletely language independent.Given the transducer's output for each doc-ument, the structural �ltering stage aligns thetwo streams of tokens by applying a standard,widely available dynamic programming algo-rithm for �nding an optimal alignment betweentwo linear sequences.1 This alignment matchesidentical markup tokens to each other as muchas possible, identi�es runs of unmatched tokensthat appear to exist only in one sequence butnot the other, and marks pairs of non-identicaltokens that were forced to be matched to eachother in order to obtain the best alignment pos-1Known to many programmers as diff.



Highlights of Best Practices

 

Seminar on Self-Regulation

On Friday, 25 October 1996, 40 members of the regulatory community attended this Regulatory Best
Practices Seminar designed to help departments learn about self-regulation as an alternative to
regulatory programs. As moderator for the session, Zane Brown, Director General, Consumer Product
Directorate, opened the seminar by describing some of the experiences Industry Canada has faced with
respect to introducing alternative service delivery (ASD) mechanisms such as voluntary codes and
industry self-management. He noted that a forthcoming paper on ASDs would explore such topics as
which ASDs provide the most appropriate mechanisms and what are the challenges associated with
them. 

Voluntary Codes

"A voluntary code is a set of standardized commitments -- not explicitly part of a legislative or
regulatory regime -- designed to influence, shape, control or measure the behaviour of those who agreed
to meet them. They do not," continued Brian Glabb, Senior Analyst, Regulatory Affairs Directorate,
Treasury Board Secretariat, "eliminate governments’ right to regulate. They simply offer the participants
an alternative to being regulated by the government." 

As regulation comes under increasing public scrutiny, governments world-wide are turning to voluntary
approaches to complement, and even substitute for, regulation. While voluntary codes have a number of
advantages, including: 

* the potential to be developed more quickly than laws; 

* the lower comparative cost to prepare and put in place;

* the ability to avoid jurisdictional problems that plague regulatory initiatives; and

* the comparative ease with which they can be modified to meet changing circumstances, 

the key question which surrounds them is "Can ‘the people’ regulate themselves better than
government?" 

Faits saillants des pratiques exemplaires

 

Séminaire sur l’autoréglementation

Le vendredi 25 octobre 1996, 40 membres du milieu de la réglementation ont assisté au séminaire sur les
pratiques exemplaires en matière de réglementation qui visait à aider les ministères à se familiariser avec
l’autoréglementation comme solution de rechange aux programmes de réglementation. L’animateur, M.
Zane Brown, directeur général, Direction des biens de consommation, a ouvert la séance en relatant
l’expérience d’Industrie Canada par suite de l’introduction de mécanismes de diversification des modes
de prestation des services, comme les codes volontaires et l’autoréglementation de l’industrie. Il a noté
que paraîtrait prochainement un document sur la diversification des modes de prestation des services qui
traiterait de divers sujets, comme les mécanismes de prestation de rechange des services les plus
appropriés ainsi que les problèmes soulevés par chacun. 

Codes volontaires 

Un code volontaire est un ensemble d’engagements normalisés - ne faisant pas explicitement partie d’un
régime législatif ou réglementaire - conçus pour influencer, façonner, contrôler ou évaluer le
comportement de ceux qui les ont pris. Ils n’éliminent pas, a poursuivi M. Brian Glabb, analyste
principal, Affaires réglementaires, au Secrétariat du Conseil du Trésor, le droit du gouvernement de
réglementer. Ils offrent simplement aux participants une solution de rechange à la réglementation par le
gouvernement. 

Au moment où la réglementation fait l’objet d’un examen accru du public, les gouvernements à l’échelle
mondiale se tournent vers des approches volontaires en complément de la réglementation et même
comme substitut à celle-ci. Les codes volontaires présentent un certain nombre d’avantages, notamment
: 

* la possibilité d’être élaborés plus rapidement que des lois; 

* des coûts comparés inférieurs de préparation et de mise en vigueur; 

* ils permettent d’éviter les problèmes de compétence qui frappent les initiatives de réglementation; 

* la facilité relative avec laquelle ils peuvent être modifiés en fonction des nouvelles circonstances. Figure 2: Structural similarity in parallel translations on the Websible.2 At this point, if there were too manyunmatched tokens, the candidate pair is takento be prima facie unacceptable and immediately�ltered out.Otherwise, the algorithm extracts from thealignment those pairs of chunk tokens that werematched to each other in order to obtain thebest alignments.3 It then computes the corre-lation between the lengths of these non-markuptext chunks. As is well known, there is a re-liably linear relationship in the lengths of texttranslations | small pieces of source text trans-late to small pieces of target text, medium tomedium, and large to large. Therefore we canapply a standard statistical hypothesis test, andif p < :05 we can conclude that the lengths arereliably correlated and accept the page pair aslikely to be translations of each other. Other-wise, this candidate page pair is �ltered out.42An anonymous reviewer observes that diff has nopreference for aligning chunks of similar lengths, whichin some cases might lead to a poor alignment when agood one exists. This could result in a failure to identifytrue translations and is worth investigating further.3Chunk tokens with exactly equal lengths are ex-cluded; see (Resnik, 1998) for reasons and other detailsof the algorithm.4The level of signi�cance (p < :05) was the ini-tial selection during algorithm development, and neverchanged. This, the unmatched-tokens threshold forprima facie rejection due to mismatches (20%), and themaximum distance between hyperlinks in the genera-

In the preliminary evaluation, I generated atest set containing 90 English-Spanish candi-date pairs, using the candidate generation stageas just described. I evaluated these candi-dates by hand, identifying 24 as true translationpairs.5 Of these 24, strand identi�ed 15 as truetranslation pairs, for a recall of 62.5%. Perhapsmore important, it only generated 2 additionaltranslation pairs incorrectly, for a precision of15=17 = 88:2%.3 Adding Language Identi�cationIn the original strand architecture, addi-tional �ltering stages were envisaged as pos-sible (see Figure 1), including such language-dependent processes as automatic languageidenti�cation and content-based comparison ofstructually aligned document segments usingcognate matching or existing bilingual dictio-naries. Such stages were initially avoided inorder to keep the system simple, lightweight,and independent of linguistic resources. How-tion stage (10 lines), are parameters of the algorithmthat were determined during development using a smallamount of arbitrarily selected French-English data down-loaded from the Web. These values work well in prac-tice and have not been varied systematically; their valueswere �xed in advance of the preliminary evaluation andhave not been changed since.5The complete test set and my judgmentsfor this preliminary evaluation can be found athttp://umiacs.umd.edu/�resnik/amta98/.
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Please be aware that many of our books must first arrive from the warehouse, so several additional days
should be factored into your delivery times. For fastest delivery enter UPS OVERNIGHT into the
Special Instructions box. We will contact you with the shipping cost (based on weight). 

Viewing Purchases

Children must get permission from parents before ordering! Below is the list of items you have selected so far. 
Change quantities of items, or delete them by setting the quantity to 0. You must click the Change Quantities button to save the changes to your BookBag.

Click on Empty BookBag to delete everything. Click on Check Out to fill in the order and shipping form. 

Click Here for order and shipping information. 
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1 0689718551 Spanish/English-Con Mi Hermano Roe, Eileen $ 5.69 $ 5.69 

Total of Items $ 5.69 
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Click on Empty BookBag to delete everything. Click on Check Out to fill in the order and shipping form. 
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Quant ISBN Title Author Price SubTot
1 0689718551 Spanish/English-Con Mi Hermano Roe, Eileen $ 5.69 $ 5.69 
1 0892391065 Spanish/English-Desert Mermaid Blanco, Alberto $ 14.20 $ 14.20 

Total of Items $ 19.89 

Shipping cost may be higher than listed if sent by Air, or by Surface outside the United States, for larger orders. Most orders only need the minimum

shipping fee. If shipping is higher, we will notify you of the higher cost before your order is sent. 
Check Out 

Change Quantities
 
Empty BookBag

 

Click Here to return to the catalog page.

Just For Kids 
1822 E Hopi Ln, Mount Prospect IL 60056 
Phone or FAX Orders to 847-803-8783 
On the World Wide Web: www.just-for-kids.com 
E-mail to: webmaster@just-for-kids.com 
Or click here for our Comments pageFigure 3: Structurally similar pages that are not translationsever, in conducting an error analysis for the pre-liminary evaluation, and further exploring thecharacteristics of parallel Web pages, it becameevident that such processing would be impor-tant in addressing one large class of potentialfalse positives. Figure 3 illustrates: it showstwo documents that are generated by lookingfor \parent" pages containing hyperlinks to En-glish and Spanish, which pass the structural �l-ter with ying colors. The problem is poten-tially acute if the generation stage happens toyield up many pairs of pages that come from on-line catalogues or other Web sites having largenumbers of pages with a conventional structure.There is, of course, an obvious solution thatwill handle most such cases: making sure thatthe two pages are actually written in the lan-guages they are supposed to be written in. Inorder to �lter out candidate page pairs thatfail this test, statistical language identi�cationbased on character n-grams was added to thesystem (Dunning, 1994). Although this doesintroduce a need for language-speci�c trainingdata for the two languages under consideration,it is a very mild form of language dependence:Dunning and others have shown that whenclassifying strings on the order of hundreds orthousands of characters, which is typical of thenon-markup text in Web pages, it is possibleto discriminate languages with accuracy in thehigh 90% range for many or most language pairs

given as little as 50k characters per language astraining material.For the language �ltering stage of strand,the following criterion was adopted: given twodocuments d1 and d2 that are supposed to bein languages L1 and L2, keep the documentpair i� Pr(L1jd1) > Pr(L2jd1) and Pr(L2jd2) >Pr(L1jd2). For English and Spanish, this trans-lates as a simple requirement that the \English"page look more like English than Spanish, andthat the \Spanish" page look more like Spanishthan English. Language identi�cation is per-formed on the plain-text versions of the pages.Character 5-gram models for languages underconsideration are constructed using 100k char-acters of training data from the European Cor-pus Initiative (ECI), available from the Linguis-tic Data Consortium (LDC).In a formal evaluation, strand with the newlanguage identi�cation stage was run for Englishand Spanish, starting from the top 1000 hitsyielded up by Altavista in the candidate gen-eration stage, leading to a set of 913 candidatepairs. A test set of 179 items was generated forannotation by human judges, containing:� All the pairs marked GOOD (i.e. transla-tions) by strand (61); these are the pairsthat passed both the structural and lan-guage identi�cation �lter.� All the pairs �ltered out via language iden-



ti�cation (73)� A random sample of the pairs �ltered outstructurally (45)It was impractical to manually evaluate all pairs�ltered out structurally, owing to the time re-quired for judgments and the desire for two in-dependent judgments per pair in order to assessinter-judge reliability.The two judges were both native speakers ofSpanish with high pro�ciency in English, nei-ther previously familiar with the project. Theyworked independently, using a Web browser toaccess test pairs in a fashion that allowed themto view pairs side by side. The judges weretold they were helping to evaluate a system thatidenti�es pages on the Web that are translationsof each other, and were instructed to make de-cisions according to the following criterion:Is this pair of pages intended to showthe same material to two di�erentusers, one a reader of English and theother a reader of Spanish?The phrasing of the criterion required some con-sideration, since in previous experience with hu-man judges and translations I have found thatjudges are frequently unhappy with the qual-ity of the translations they are looking at. Forpresent purposes it was required neither thatthe document pair represent a perfect transla-tion (whatever that might be), nor even nec-essarily a good one: strand was being testednot on its ability to determine translation qual-ity, which might or might not be a criterion forinclusion in a parallel corpus, but rather its abil-ity to facilitate the task of locating page pairsthat one might reasonably include in a corpusundi�erentiated by quality (or potentially post-�ltered manually).The judges were permitted three responses:� Yes: translations of each other� No: not translations of each other� Unable to tellWhen computing evaluation measures, pagepairs classi�ed in the third category by a hu-man judge, for whatever reason, were excludedfrom consideration.

Comparison N Pr(Agree) �J1, J2: 106 0.85 0.70J1, STRAND: 165 0.91 0.79J2, STRAND: 113 0.81 0.61J1 \ J2, STRAND: 90 0.91 0.82Table 1: English-Spanish evaluationTable 1 shows agreement measures betweenthe two judges, between strand and eachindividual judge, and the agreement betweenstrand and the intersection of the two judges'annotations | that is, strand evaluatedagainst only those cases where the two judgesagreed, which are therefore the items we can re-gard with the highest con�dence. The table alsoshows Cohen's �, an agreement measure thatcorrects for chance agreement (Carletta, 1996);the most important � value in the table is thevalue of 0.7 for the two human judges, whichcan be interpreted as su�ciently high to indi-cate that the task is reasonably well de�ned.(As a rule of thumb, classi�cation tasks with� < 0:6 are generally thought of as suspect inthis regard.) The value of N is the number ofpairs that were included, after excluding thosefor which the human judgement in the compar-ison was undecided.Since the cases where the two judges agreedcan be considered the most reliable, these wereused as the basis for the computation of recalland precision. For this reason, and becausethe human-judged set included only a sampleof the full set evaluated by strand, it was nec-essary to extrapolate from the judged (by bothjudges) set to the full set in order to computerecall/precision �gures; hence these �gures arereported as estimates. Precision is estimatedas the proportion of pages judged GOOD bystrand that were also judged to be good (i.e.\yes") by both judges | this �gure is 92.1%Recall is estimated as the number of pairs thatshould have been judged GOOD by strand(i.e. that recieved a \yes" from both judges)that strand indeed marked GOOD | this �g-ure is 47.3%.These results can be read as saying that of ev-ery 10 document pairs included by strand ina parallel corpus acquired fully automaticallyfrom the Web, fewer than 1 pair on average wasincluded in error. Equivalently, one could saythat the resulting corpus contains only about



8% noise. Moreover, at least for the con�dentlyjudged cases, strand is in agreement with thecombined human judgment more often than thehuman judges agree with each other. The recall�gure indicates that for every true translationpair it accepts, strandmust also incorrectly re-ject a true translation pair. Alternatively, thiscan be interpreted as saying that the �lteringprocess has the system identifying about halfof the pairs it could in principle have foundgiven the candidates produced by the genera-tion stage. Error analysis suggests that recallcould be increased (at a possible cost to pre-cision) by making structural �ltering more in-telligent; for example, ignoring some types ofmarkup (such as italics) when computing align-ments. However, I presume that if the numberM of translation pairs on the Web is large, thenhalf of M is also large. Therefore I focus on in-creasing the total yield by attempting to bringthe number of generated candidate pairs closerto M , as described in the next section.4 Scaling Up Candidate GenerationThe preliminary experiments and the new ex-periment reported in the previous section madeuse of the Altavista search engine to locate \par-ent" pages, pointing o� to multiple languageversions of the same text. However, the samebasic mechanism is easily extended to locate\sibling" pages: cases where the page in onelanguage contains a link directly to the trans-lated page in the other language. Explorationof the Web suggests that parent pages and sib-ling pages cover the major relationships betweenparallel translations on the Web. Some siteswith bilingual text are arranged according to athird principle: they contain a completely sep-arate monolingual sub-tree for each language,with only the single top-level home page point-ing o� to the root page of single-language ver-sion of the site. As a �rst step in increasingthe number of generated candidate page pairs,strand was extended to permit both parentand sibling search criteria. Relating monolin-gual sub-trees is an issue for future work.In principle, using Altavista queries forthe candidate generation stage should enableSTRAND to locate every page pair in the Al-tavista index that meets the search criteria.This likely to be an upper bound on the can-

Comparison N Pr(Agree) �J1, J2: 267 0.98 0.95J1, STRAND: 273 0.84 0.65J2, STRAND: 315 0.85 0.63J1 \ J2, STRAND: 261 0.86 0.68Table 2: English-French evaluationdidates that can be obtained without buildinga Web crawler dedicated to the task, since oneof Altavista's distinguishing features is the sizeof its index. In practice, however, the user inter-face for Altavista appears to limit the numberof hits returned to about the �rst 1000. It waspossible to break this barrier by using a featureof Altavista's \Advanced Search": including arange of dates in a query's selection criteria.Having already redesigned the strand gener-ation component to permit multiple queries (inorder to allow search for both parent and siblingpages), each query in the query set was trans-formed into a set of mutually exclusive queriesbased on a one-day range; for example, one ver-sion of a query would restrict the result to pageslast updated on 30 November 1998, the next 29November 1998, and so forth.Although the solution granularity was notperfect | searches for some days still bumpedup against the 1000-hit maximum| use of bothparent and sibling queries with date-range re-stricted queries increased the productivity ofthe candidate generation component by an or-der of magnitude. The scaled-up system wasrun for English-French document pairs in lateNovember, 1998, and the generation componentproduced 16763 candidate page pairs (with du-plicates removed), an 18-fold increase over theprevious experiment. After eliminating 3153page pairs that were either exact duplicatesor irretrievable, strand's structural �lteringremoved 9820 candidate page pairs, and thelanguage identi�cation component removed an-other 414. The remaining pairs identi�ed asGOOD | i.e. those that strand consideredto be parallel translations | comprise a paral-lel corpus of 3376 document pairs.A formal evaluation, conducted in the samefashion as the previous experiment, yields theagreement data in Table 2. Using the caseswhere the two human judgments agree asground truth, precision of the system is esti-mated at 79.5%, and recall at 70.3%.



Comparison N Pr(Agree) �J1, J2: 267 0.98 0.95J1, STRAND: 273 0.88 0.70J2, STRAND: 315 0.88 0.69J1 \ J2, STRAND: 261 0.90 0.75Table 3: English-French evaluation with stricterlanguage ID criterionA look at strand's errors quickly identi�esthe major source of error as a shortcoming ofthe language identi�cation module: its implicitassumption that every document is either in En-glish or in French. This assumption was vi-olated by a set of candidates in the test set,all from the same site, that pair Dutch pageswith French. The language identi�cation cri-terion adopted in the previous section requiresonly that the Dutch pages look more like En-glish than like French, which in most cases istrue. This problem is easily resolved by train-ing the existing language identi�cation compo-nent with a wider range of languages, and thenadopting a stricter �ltering criterion requiringthat Pr(Englishjd1) > Pr(Ljd1) for every lan-guage L in that range, and that d2 meet thecorresponding requirement for French.6 Doingso leads to the results in Table 3.This translates into an estimated 100% pre-cision against 64.1% recall, with a yield of 2491documents, approximately 1.5 million words perlanguage as counted after removal of HTMLmarkup. That is, with a reasonable thoughadmittedly post-hoc revision of the languageidenti�cation criterion, comparison with humansubjects suggests the acquired corpus is non-trivial and essentially noise free, and moreover,that the system excludes only a third of thepages that should have been kept. Naturallythis will need to be veri�ed in a new evaluationon fresh data.6Language ID across a wide range of languages isnot di�cult to obtain. E.g. see the 13-language setof the freely available CMU stochastic language iden-ti�er (http://www.cs.cmu.edu/�dougb/ident.html),the 18-language set of the Sun Language ID Engine(http://www.sunlabs.com/research/ila/demo/index.html),or the 31-language set of the XRCE LanguageIdenti�er (http://www.rxrc.xerox.com/research/mltt/Tools/guesser.html). Here I used the language IDmethod of the previous section trained with pro�lesof Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish.

5 ConclusionsThis paper places acquisition of parallel textfrom the Web on solid empirical footing, mak-ing a number of contributions that go beyondthe preliminary study. The system has beenextended with automated language identi�ca-tion, and scaled up to the point where a non-trivial parallel corpus of English and French canbe produced completely automatically from theWorld Wide Web. In the process, it was discov-ered that the most lightweight use of languageidenti�cation, restricted to just the the languagepair of interest, needed to be revised in favor of astrategy that includes identi�cation over a widerange of languages. Rigorous evaluation usinghuman judges suggests that the technique pro-duces an extremely clean corpus | noise esti-mated at between 0 and 8%| even without hu-man intervention, requiring no more resourcesper language than a relatively small sample oftext used to train automatic language identi�-cation.Two directions for future work are appar-ent. First, experiments need to be done usinglanguages that are less common on the Web.Likely �rst pairs to try include English-Korean,English-Italian, and English-Greek. Inspectionof Web sites | those with bilingual text identi-�ed by strand and those without | suggeststhat the strategy of using Altavista to generatecandidate pairs could be improved upon signi�-cantly by adding a true Web crawler to \mine"sites where bilingual text is known to be avail-able, e.g. sites uncovered by a �rst pass of thesystem using the Altavista engine. I would con-jecture that for English-French there is an orderof magnitude more bilingual text on the Webthan that uncovered in this early stage of re-search.A second natural direction is the applica-tion of Web-based parallel text in applicationssuch as lexical acquisition and cross-languageinformation retrieval | especially since a side-e�ect of the core strand algorithm is aligned\chunks", i.e. non-markup segments found tocorrespond to each other based on alignmentof the markup. Preliminary experiments usingeven small amounts of these data suggest thatstandard techniques, such as cross-language lex-ical association, can uncover useful data.
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